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Dear Friends!

The year 2018 was marked by a number of significant events for WWF and the entire 
nature conservation movement in Russia. First off, new protected areas were established to 
conserve approximately 7 million hectares of land and water. The largest of these are New 
Siberian Islands National Park in Sakha Republic (Yakutiya) and Khibiny National Park in 
Murmansk Oblast. The creation of these and other protected areas required significant 
effort on our part and occupied a number of years.

The Russian state Duma approved amendments to the federal law “On Protected Areas” 
sought by WWF and other organizations for several years. Although the new legislation 
does not include all of WWF’s proposals, the approval of these changes can be considered a 
positive result for this year.

Our work on sustainable forestry management was also successful: the Rosleskhoz forestry
agency approved a series of regulations relating to a mechanism for the creation of 
National Forest Heritage as well as recommendations for logging companies aimed at 
preserving biological diversity during timber harvest. Unfortunately, however, the signifi-
cance and value of those changes are outweighed by the negative changes we see in forestry 
management today. This imposes additional responsibility on our experts and requires 
more effort to pursue reforms of Russia’s timber industry.

We are also actively developing our green economy strategy – WWF’s initiative resulted in 
the first green bonds being issued in Russia. We are confident that this and other mecha-
nisms for responsible financing will create new opportunities for investment in projects 
with positive environmental effects in many Russian regions.

In 2018, we conducted our traditional investigation into mining, metals, and oil and gas 
industry corporate transparency, began implementation of new cutting-edge nature 
conservation technologies, developed a series of Russia-wide classes for school children, 
completed a large project to restore Siberian pine forests in Altai, and much, much more 
that you can read about in this report. This work was made possible thanks to WWF’s 
active role and with the support of the Fund’s supporters and partners.

The last 25 years of accomplishments and successes show that together we can solve 
almost any challenge. Thank you to all of you for trusting us and supporting our work!

Viktoria Elias,
Director of Nature Conservation Programmes

WWF-Russia
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Dear Friends!

You are reading the annual report of WWF-Russia – the largest environmental
nongovernmental organization, celebrating 25 years of work in 2019.

For a quarter century, the team, consisting of skilled specialists in all fields of natural 
science, as well as economists, journalists, sociologists, and many others, completed over 
1,000 environmental projects in 47 Russian regions. The Fund and its partners’ successes 
include the return of European bison to Central Russia, creation of more than 
140 protected areas encompassing 54 million hectares, stabilization of the Amur tiger 
population, a three-fold increase in the Far Eastern leopard population, preservation of the 
unique Ukok Plateau, restoration of burned Siberian pine forests in Altai, return of the first 
Persian leopards to the Russian Caucasus, and much more.

These remarkable results were made possible thanks to the hard work of WWF-Russia’s 
staff, who consider nature conservation their vocation. Evidence of the Fund’s vital role, 
its specialists are members of advisory bodies at relevant federal Russian ministries, 
departments, and agencies, including the Public Chamber and the Russian Government 
Expert Council. In 2018, 18 WWF employees were awarded honorary titles and awards 
by the Russian Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology and the Russian Federal 
Forestry Agency.

None of this could happen without the active involvement of you – our supporters and 
partners – in WWF’s projects. Every year the number of people who care about the nature 
is growing – currently there are over 25,000 WWF-Russia supporters – and I am sure that 
we come together to achieve even more in 2019!

Vladislav Onishchenko,
Chair of WWF-Russia Board
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BIODIVERSITY 
CONSERVATION
Biological diversity in priority ecoregions (Barents, Northern 
Caucasus, Altai-Sayan, Amur, Bering Sea-Kamchatka, and 
Central Asia) is protected

WWF GOAL
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THE AMUR TIGER POPULATION IS STABLE AT HABITAT CAPACITY.

20182017
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580

Objective for 2022

540

SIBERIAN TIGER
WWF OBJECTIVE FOR 2022

26 TIGERS
documented

on camera-traps

Amur tiger range in Russia

Khabarovsk Krai

Primorsky 
Krai

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

Tiger monitoring occurred in Bikin National Park
Data collection and analysis of camera trap information has concluded in Bikin 
National Park. VTB Bank provided WWF with 50 camera traps, with another 30 
donated by the Amur Tiger Centre. 5 Buran snowmobiles provided by WWF and the 
“Business-Youth” entrepreneur community were an important contribution to tiger 
monitoring work and enforcement activities.

Bikin National Park is one of the key habitats for Amur tiger, protecting 10% of the 
global population of it. A camera trap survey took place here between November 2017 
and February 2018, including a government monitoring site. In addition to research 
specialists, local Udege hunters participated in the monitoring work. Thanks to their 
backcountry knowledge and carefully deployed camera traps, 26 tigers were identified, 
or in other words, almost all striped cats occupying a 2,000 km² area – 10 males, 10 
females and 6 cubs in two litters. One female was documented with 4 cubs, an unusual 
occurrence and one that testifies to the wellbeing of the tiger population in the national 
park. The results of camera trapping here indicate a stable Amur tiger population in 
Bikin, with a tendency toward growth.

Population of Amur tiger in Russia.*
* 540 – based on 2015 population survey data,
580 – based on the experts estimation.

600

Work on tiger conservation in the Russian Far East takes place in partnership with the Amur Tiger Centre.

BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION

2018 RESULTS

https://wwf.ru/resources/news/amur/26-amurskikh-tigrov-zafiksirovali-fotolovushki-v-np-bikin/


System for managing large predator conflicts established in 
the Russian Far East
Together with government agencies and other organizations, WWF and the Amur Tiger 
Centre are creating a system for minimizing conflicts with large predators in the 
Russian Far East. In 2018, 4 rehabilitation enclosures were renovated, and a mobile 
veterinary unit was equipped at the Amur Tiger Rehabilitation Centre in Alekseeva 
village in Primorye. This work was made possible thanks to a civil society development 
grant from the President of the Russian Federation and provided by the Presidential 
Grant Fund. The mobile unit is a Kamaz truck equipped with everything necessary for 
providing veterinary care for wild animals at capture sites. Now the conflict resolution 
team in Primorsky Krai has everything necessary to solve complex problems. In 
addition, educational seminars on work with animals are being conducted with WWF 
support.

WWF provided technology for tiger conservation in 3 regions
The Directorate for the Protection of Wildlife and Protected Areas (PAs) of the Jewish
Autonomous Region joined a large-scale project to protect rare felid species developed 
jointly by WWF and the Russian Ministry of Natural Resources and with support from 
VTB Bank. In February 2018, WWF provided the Directorate a Yamaha snowmobile 
and Mitsubishi L200 4WD truck. Thanks to the snowmobile, experts were able to check 
remote camera traps deployed on tiger trails more frequently, while the truck will aid 
more effective protection of wild ungulate species, the tiger’s prey base. The VTB 
project supported anti-poaching work in Ussuriysky and Lazovsky Federal Reserves as 
well as the work of the Joint Directorate of State Reserves and National Parks of 
Khabarovsk Krai, the Hunting Department of Primorsky Krai, the Game Management 
Committee of Khabarovsk Krai, and the Interregional Rehabilitation Centre for Tigers 
and Other Rare Animals (“Tiger Centre”). WWF provided off-road vehicles to 
Sikhote-Alinsky Federal Reserve and Anyuisky National Park in the framework of the 
Amur tiger conservation programme.
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https://new.wwf.ru/resources/news/amur/vpervye-v-primore-vedetsya-https://new.wwf.ru/resources/news/amur/vpervye-v-primore-vedetsya-
https://new.wwf.ru/resources/news/amur/wwf-peredal-tekhniku-dlya-okhrany-gruppirovki-tigrov-v-eao/
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/amurskiy-tigr/sikhote-alinskiy-zapovednik-poluchil-podarki-ot-vsemirnogo-fonda-dikoy-prirody/


International research shows: Russia’s protected areas are 
good homes for the Amur tiger
Russia is fulfilling its obligations to protect the Amur tiger and is a reliable home for 
this rare predator. This was the conclusion reached by the CA|TS Partnership, a 
programme certifying tiger habit across the species’ entire range. Research that 
reviewed over 100 protected areas in Asia showed that just 13% meet global 
management standards. The report’s authors assert that over one-third of protected 
areas around the tiger habitats are at risk of losing their tigers.

The joint efforts of state and non-government organizations successfully expanded the 
living space of this Red Book-listed species as part of implementation of the “Strategy 
for preserving Amur tiger in Russia” (affirmed in 2010 and planned through 2022). 
Including animals in protected areas, the tiger population in Russia’s Far East has 
increased by approximately 15% over the last decade and consists of roughly 540 
individuals. The rare predator’s habitat is not limited to Primorsky and Khabarovsk 
Krais: the tiger is also returning to its historical habitat in the Jewish Autonomous 
Region, gaining confidence on the left bank of the Amur River, and occurs more often 
in northeastern Khabarovsk Krai.

CA|TS accreditation is an important instrument helping specialists in protected areas 
where tigers are found to improve management systems and share methods and 
approaches with each other. WWF is actively supporting the work of the CA|TS 
National Committee and will aid Far Eastern protected areas to prepare documentation 
as candidates for CA|TS certification. In addition to Sikhote-Alinsky Federal Reserve, 
which is already certified, a minimum of 6 other PAs in Russia may meet CA|TS 
criteria.

BY 15%
over the last 10 years

Russia’s tiger
population increased
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https://wwf.ru/resources/news/amur/rossiya-yavlyaetsya-nadezhnym-domom-dlya-tigra/


Ili-Balkhash natural reserve established in Kazakhstan
The most important step to begin realization of WWF’s programme to reintroduce 
tigers in Kazakhstan was the establishment of the Ile-Balkhash natural reserve. With 
an area of over 415,000 hectares, the territory includes the Ili River delta, saksaul 
forests, and wetlands on the southeastern shores of Lake Balkhash. This region 
possesses a wealth of biodiversity and many of its plant and animal species are listed 
in Kazakhstan’s Red Book. The reintroduction programme is unique and unparalleled 
in that it involves the restoration of extensive floodplain forests as part of the wild 
tiger’s historic range. It will also restore ungulate populations (including reintroduction 
of the Asiatic wild ass and Bukhara deer) that disappeared in this area due to poaching 
and habitat loss and destruction. In addition to restoring the tiger population, renewal 
of the Ili-Balkhash region will help to protect Lake Balkhash from drying.

TIGER REINTRODUCTION IN KAZAKHSTAN

Tiger reintroduction area 
in Kazakhstan

2018 Objective for 2022 Objective for 2022

Tiger prey base density in Kazakhstan (ungulate 
animals per 1000 hectares)
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Potential tiger habitat located within 
protected areas in Kazakhstan
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Lake Balkhash

Ile-Balkhash natural reserve

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy 500

> 415,000 HA
— Area of Ile-Balkhash 

Reserve
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THE PERSIAN LEOPARD POPULATION IS INCREASED.

PERSIAN LEOPARD

20182017 Objective for 2022
Persian leopard population in Russia

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

Objective for 20222017 2018
Persian leopard habitat covered by protected areas
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2

4

2,26 2,26

3 leopards released into the wild in Northern Caucasus
In summer 2018, WWF participated in the latest releases of Persian leopard into the 
wild in Russia’s Northern Caucasus. Female Volna and male Elbrus settled into their 
new home in Alania National Park. For Northern Ossetia and Alania, this is the first 
release of the rare predator that is also the Republic’s national symbol. RusGidro 
Company is providing financial support for the leopard population restoration 
programme in the region. A month later, Volna’s brother Artek entered the wild in 
Caucasus Nature Reserve. All the leopards were equipped with satellite-tracking collars 
purchased by WWF with support from VTB Bank.

The Persian leopard 
restoration programme in 

the Caucasus is being 
implemented by the
Russian Ministry of 

Natural Resources and 
Ecology, with the partici-
pation of Sochi National

Park, Caucasus Nature 
Reserve, World Wildlife 
Fund (WWF), Severtsov 

Institute of Ecology
and Evolution (RAS), the 

Moscow Zoo, and the 
Caucasus Nature Centre, 

as well as with the
support of the Interna-

tional Union for the 
Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN) and the European
Association of Zoos and 

Aquaria.

Persian leopard release area

2 5 13

2,37

Adygea
Republic
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WWF OBJECTIVE FOR 2022

2018 RESULTS

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

Northern Ossetia-Alania 
(Alania National Park)
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https://wwf.ru/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/dva-peredneaziatskikh-leoparda-byli-vypushcheny-v-dikuyu-prirodu-severnoy-osetii-/


5 LEOPARDS
born at the Leopard 

Restoration Centre in the 
Caucasus

New leopards born at the Leopard Restoration Centre in the 
Caucasus
5 kittens were born at the Leopard Restoration Centre in the Caucasus in summer 2018. 
Both females participating in the reproduction programme had litters: Andrea gave 
birth to a female and a male, and Cherry born two females and one male. All kittens are 
in good health.

Currently, the Leopard Restoration Centre in the Caucasus is home to 14 leopards, 6 of 
which are being prepared for release into the wild. WWF is hopeful that these new 
kittens will successfully master the skills needed for independent life in the wild and 
that they can grow the wild population in the area.

WWF and EKA developed interactive lessons for teachers
In partnership with the EKA movement, WWF developed a Russia-wide interactive 
lesson entitled “Protection of rare animal and plant species”. Its purpose is to teach 
students about the importance of biological diversity, the role of rare plant and animal 
species in natural systems, and the actions that each person can take for their 
conservation in the form of exciting games. Teachers, parents, and volunteers can use 
the lesson and download the materials at no cost at редкиевиды.рф. No special 
training is needed to use the lesson. Teachers in Moscow, Sverdlovsk, and Rostov 
Regions have been the most active participants in the project.

This project is being realized with funding from a grant by the President of the 
Russian Federation for the development of civil society and provided by the 
Presidential Grants Fund.

WWF conducted interactive lessons about the leopard in the 
Caucasus
Over 300 students and teachers in the Caucasus ecoregion met with well-known 
television anchor Ekaterina Andreeva during her visit to Krasnodar Krai and the 
Republic of Northern Ossetia-Alania. In her role as WWF Ambassador, Ekaterina 
visited to lead an interactive lesson for children as part of the Persian leopard 
restoration programme in Northern Caucasus. Together with Mostovsky District 
geography and biology teachers, she visited the Caucasus Nature Reserve to learn more 
about the problem. There, she personally installed a camera trap and then gave shared 
information students about the leopard’s life and her personal encounter with the 
leopard in the wild. Representatives from the Ministries of Education and Natural 
Resources of the Republic of Northern Ossetia-Alania attended the lesson in Beslan and 
noted the children’s active participation in the lesson. The Republic’s Deputy Minister 
of Education and Science Alan Alikov stressed that WWF’s “leopard lessons”; have 
important educational potential and will be used in Republic’s public school 
curriculum.

8,000 TEACHERS
joined WWF’s interactive 

class

>300 STUDENTS
participated in the Leopard 

Class
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https://wwf.ru/resources/news/kavkaz/v-tsentre-vosstanovleniya-leoparda-rodilis-kotyata/
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/bioraznoobrazie/k-interaktivnomu-uroku-wwf-sokhranenie-redkikh-vidov-prisoedinilos-uzhe-bolee-3-tysyach-uchiteley/
http://%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%B4%D1%8B.%D1%80%D1%84
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/kavkaz/ekaterina-andreeva-provela-uroki-o-leoparde-na-kubani-i-v-alanii/


SNOW LEOPARD
THE SNOW LEOPARD POPULATION WILL GROW IN RUSSIA.

Results of snow leopard population survey announced
The annual snow leopard population survey took place in Russia. This is the third time it 
has taken place with WWF’s initiative in Altai, Tyva, and Buryatia Republics, home to key
populations of snow leopard in Russia. During the survey work, 70% of potential species
habitat was surveyed, and 40 adult snow leopards and 23 kittens were documented. A 
total of 10 females with litters were recorded, and Altai Republic’s camera traps recorded 
a female with 4 kittens, a record for Russia. The snow leopard’s population in Russia has 
remained relatively stable since 2015. Despite this, all known population groups remain 
quite vulnerable due to the fact that Siberian ibex populations are declining in snow 
leopard habitat and they are the snow leopard’s main prey. Poaching remains an acute 
problem for snow leopards. WWF partners in snow leopard surveying include protected 
areas, regional community organizations, and local residents working alongside experts.

Snow leopard conservation work takes place with support from VTB Bank, the “World Around You” fund at the Siberian 
Wellness Corporation and Pernod Ricard Rouss.

20182017 Objective for 2022
Snow leopard population in 6 key population groups in Russia

50 63 70

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

Objective for 20222017 2018
Snow leopard habitat located within protected areas
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40 ADULT AND
23 YOUNG CATS

observed during the
annual snow leopard census 

in Russia
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WWF OBJECTIVE FOR 2022

https://new.wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/wwf-rossii-podvel-itogi-ezhegodnykh-zimnikh-uchetov-irbisa/


Stable groups of the snow leopard 
in Russia

System for snow leopard “passports” developed
Thanks to a WWF initiative, the first web-based database of the snow leopard 
population has been developed. A Barnaul-based company known as BigSiter created 
the database. As of today, the database documents “electronic passports” for all snow 
leopards that have lived in Russia past and present. The system contains camera-trap 
images dating back to 2010 and can automatically recognize different individual 
leopards. Only specialists involved in snow leopard conservation and research in Russia 
can receive permission for access. In 2018, the database expanded noticeably: 
outstanding historical data from camera traps were added as well as new information 
gathered during recent fieldwork.

Counting snow leopards using a mobile app
At WWF’s initiative, the first mobile app for surveying snow leopard populations was 
developed in Russia. Snow leopard conservation and research specialists began using it 
during recent field expeditions. Today, experts often use paper survey forms, entering 
data about animals encountered, tracks, excrement, marking sites, and location 
waypoints. Snow leopard monitoring is one of the most labour-intensive: work takes 
place at high elevation in winter months, with low temperatures and high winds. 
Smartphones with mobile apps significantly ease the inspectors’ work, requiring only 
selecting the desired item on the screen and adding information about their find. 
Moreover, data about time and location coordinates are recorded automatically. 
Specialists use the NextGIS Collector to study snow leopards and their prey. A
specialized collection of surveying forms was developed by WWF experts and the 
Moscow-based NextGIS company. WWF supporters provided significant funding for 
this work. WWF provided smartphones to the Fund’s main partners – Ubsunurskaya 
Kotlovina Reserve, Sailyugemsky National Park, Altaisky Reserve, Altai Republic 
Protected Areas Directorate, and Tyva Nature Park.
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Altai Krai

Kemerovo
Oblast

Krasnoyarsk Krai

Irkutsk
OblastKhakassia

Republic

Buryatia
Republic

Tyva Republic
Altai

Republic

MONGOLIA

https://new.wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/bolee-60-snezhnykh-barsov-rossii-poluchili-elektronnye-pasporta-/
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/vpervye-v-rossii-bolshikh-koshachikh-poschitayut-s-pomoshchyu-smartfonov/
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Camera traps identify new individual snow leopards
New images of snow leopards in Altaisky Reserve and Sailyugemsky National Park in 
Altai Republic as well as in Buryatia were recorded using camera traps deployed with 
WWF support. Among them, the images in Altaisky Reserve are the first of their kind. 
The cameras were deployed one year ago on southern Shapshal Ridge during a snow 
leopard monitoring expedition launched with WWF support. The images of the cats 
underscore the importance of studying the species’ habitat on Shapshal and the need 
for increased protection of the area.

Images of two snow leopard cubs together with their mother, a female 
known as Yunchi, were recorded in Sailyugemsky National Park along the Argut River 
valley. Hunter Mergen Markov collected these rare images on camera trap. He is a 
participant in a project to involve local residents in snow leopard protection work in 
Altai. The partnership between WWF and Sailyugemsky National Park is bearing fruit: 
we are seeing a slight increase in the snow leopard population in Argut Valley in recent 
years. At least 35 snow leopards are known to live in Altai Republic.

WWF supported antipoaching work
The interagency antipoaching brigade in Tyva Republic received field equipment from 
WWF and VTB Bank for use on patrol work: clothing and footwear and chainsaws for 
clearing roads and trails. Additional patrols were also organized in snow leopard 
habitat. During the first patrol in September, rangers used a DJI Phantom4 quadcopter 
to discover several violators. During the course of the entire patrol, the team 
documented 6 administrative violations, seized 14 traps, and inspected 9 vehicles.

A community-led brigade for monitoring snow leopard habitat in Altai Republic 
was established. WWF provided the new team of volunteers with significant support,
including field gear and uniforms, and WWF supporters funded the acquisition of a 
UAZ vehicle for Ukok Nature Park. The community conservation team is comprised 
over 100 volunteers, all local residents. They do not have official authority, but can 
participate in patrols alongside government nature conservation agency representatives 
as assistants and witnesses, document violations, and interact with local residents. 
Volunteer support is of significant help to rangers and inspectors, allowing them to 
patrol a larger area and perform additional tasks during patrol work.

35 SNOW
LEOPARDS

live in Altai Republic

At least

https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/v-altayskom-zapovednike-zafiksirovali-snezhnogo-barsa/
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/na-altae-polucheny-unikalnye-snimki-kotyat-snezhnogo-barsa/
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/v-respublike-tyva-predotvrashcheny-prirodookhrannye-narusheniya-v-mestakh-obitaniya-irbisa/
https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/v-gorno-altae-poyavilas-obshchestvennaya-antibrakonerskaya-inspektsiya/


Number of human-snow leopard conflicts reduced in Tyva 
Republic
A successful new project to reduce conflicts between snow leopards and the herder
community is underway in Tyva Republic. WWF launched this initiative in partnership 
with Tyva Republic’s Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology. Poaching is the main 
reason for low populations of wild ungulates, the snow leopard’s preferred prey. As a 
result, snow leopards are forced to attack livestock. And to protect their herds, herders 
often track down and kill the Red Book-listed predator. According to data collected by 
WWF and Ubsunurskaya Kotlovina Reserve, up to 3 snow leopards are killed each year 
in Tyva by herders.

In 2018, WWF participated in work in two regions in the Republic to protect livestock 
at 20 herder camps from snow leopard attacks. Teams strengthened and repaired 
livestock enclosures in snow leopard habitat in order to prevent the cat from gaining 
access, covering ventilation windows with chain-link mesh as well as testing modern 
technology for scaring off predators from open pastures. Local volunteers from villages 
closest to herder camps participated in the effort.

In October WWF specialists evaluated the results of the project’s first phase: not a 
single case of snow leopards attacking newly secured camps took place. In 2019, experts 
will improve other herder camps where attacks have occurred in the past.

20 HERDER CAMPS
fortified against snow 

leopard attack
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https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/skotovodam-tuvy-pomogut-sokhranit-skot-ot-napadeniy-snezhnogo-barsa/


ARGALI MOUNTAIN SHEEP
THE POPULATION OF TRANSBOUNDARY POPULATION OF ARGALI MOUNTAIN
SHEEP WILL BE STABLE AT HABITAT CAPACITY.

Population of argali mountain sheep in the Russian-Mongolian transboundary population group
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

3 900 4 675 4 000

Russia and Mongolia agree on a unified methodology for argali 
monitoring
Participants in the Mixed Russian-Mongolian Commission on Nature Conservation 
signed an agreement for a unified Argali Mountain Sheep Monitoring Programme. At 
present, the population of this Red Book-listed species totals 4,675 animals in the 
Russian-Mongolian transboundary population, of which 1,295 were documented in 
Russia and 3,380 in Mongolia. WWF specialists have invested significant effort in 
preparing this Programme. As a result, Russia and Mongolia will officially use a single 
methodology and approach to counting the argali population. This will enable the 
collection of comparable data to compare results, and quickly monitor population 
changes in a transboundary area.

UNIFIED
METHODOLOGY

to count argali sheep

Russia and Mongolia will use
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WWF OBJECTIVE FOR 2022

2018 RESULTS

COMPLETED

https://wwf.ru/resources/news/altay/rossiya-i-mongoliya-utverdili-programmu-monitoringa-altayskogo-gornogo-barana-argali-v-transgranichn/


Free-roaming bison groups
in the North Caucasus

EUROPEAN BISON
THE POPULATION OF EUROPEAN BISON IN THE NORTHERN CAUCASUS WILL GROW.

European bison population in the Caucasus
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

113 130 160

WWF released European bison into the wild in Northern 
Ossetia
10 European bison arrived in the Republic of Northern Ossetia-Alania in summer 2018. 
5 of them were born in Sweden and sent to Russia, while the remaining animals were 
raised in a breeding centre at Oksky Reserve. Earlier, between 2010 and 2012, 18 bison 
raised in Russian breeding centres were released in Tseysky Refuge in the Republic. A 
collaboration between WWF and the Republic’s Ministry of Natural Resources is 
supporting preservation of this species’ Tseysky group and nurturing a new group in 
Turmonsky Wildlife Refuge. Recent WWF research shows the largest areas of intact 
forests are found here in the Republic, habitat that can host at least 300 bison. In early 
2019, the population of European bison in Northern Ossetia reached almost 100 
animals.

10 EUROPEAN 
BISON
released

in the Caucasus

Карачаево-
Черкесcкая
Республика

Adygea
Republic

Northern Ossetia-Alania 
(Alania National Park)
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SAIGA ANTELOPE
THE SAIGA ANTELOPE POPULATION WILL INCREASE TO 12,000 ANIMALS
IN THE NORTHWESTERN CASPIAN SEA REGION.

Saiga population in northwestern Caspian area
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

3 artesian wells restored in Astrakhan Oblast’s Stepnoy 
Refuge
With WWF support, 3 artesian wells abandoned in the 1990s were restored between
September and November in key breeding and birthing habitat for the saiga antelope. 
The issue of accessible water sources in the drying climate of the northwestern 
Caucasus area is very important, especially during the summer months. It is at that 
time that saiga calves are born, although saiga also come here to drink in the autumn 
and winter. With the repairs, water enters from a depth of about 200 meters at a rate 
of 40 m³ per day. The presence of accessible water within a reliably-managed protected 
area lowers the risk of the saiga antelope leaving the safety of protected areas and thus 
lowers the risk of poaching.

(NORTHWESTERN CASPIAN AREA)
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Saiga habitat located in northwestern Caspian 
protected areas
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWxxVxMpnA


POLAR BEAR
THE POLAR BEAR’S PRIMARY HABITAT, INCLUDING BREEDING GROUNDS, 
IS PROTECTED.

Area of den concentrations in the Central Arctic located within protected areas
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

25 % 40 % 65 %

The polar bear range

“New Siberian Islands” Refuge established in Yakutia
The “New Siberian Islands” Refuge was established in Sakha Republic (Yakutia) with 
the active participation of WWF. This is the largest, by area, terrestrial and marine 
federal nature refuge and the second largest protected area in Russia. The “New 
Siberian” polynya forms here, part of the Great Siberian polynya, an oasis in the 
Northern Arctic Ocean. The most important polar bear breeding grounds, denning 
zones, and feeding areas for the Laptev walrus subspecies are connected to the New 
Siberian Polynya, as are habitats for beluha whale and bearded seal. Moreover, the 
world’s largest concentration of mammoth bones and other Pleistocene-era animal 
remains can be found here. The northernmost oldest known campsite used by humans 
was also discovered here on Zhokhov Island – humans lived here approximately 7,000 
years ago.
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https://new.wwf.ru/resources/news/arctic/v-yakutii-sozdan-novyy-federalnyy-zakaznik-novosibirskie-ostrova/


“Bear’s Den” project successfully concluded in Chukotka
WWF’s annual polar bear monitoring programme expedition took place on Chukotka’s 
arctic coastline. 2018 was a particularly successful year: during the month-long study, 
“Bear Patrol” observers documented 14 dens and evidence of 23 bear cubs in the study 
area. Expedition participants used snowmobiles to cover a large area stretching almost 
100 km from east to west.

Team members made a curious discovery: since the project began in 2014, more dens are
found and the number of cubs born is greater in even-numbered years. However, experts
believe that this does not indicate overall increases in the bear population. The cause 
might simply be a redistribution of the bear population or different numbers of 
sexually-mature individuals in different generations. Broader population survey work is 
needed, at least in several different districts, including Wrangel Island, in order to draw 
informed conclusions.

Thanks to Presidential Fund grant funds received by WWF in late 2017, the Polar bear 
Patrol brigade received drones for effective monitoring of polar bear distribution and 
movements and were able to expand their study area in 2018.

WWF provided technical support to Vaygach Island weather 
station
With the support of WWF, the E. K. Fedorov Marine Weather Sation on Vaygach Island
obtained equipment that will ensure the safety of station staff during polar bear 
encounters. The station’s windows are now armed with strong bars, and the perimeter is 
equipped with lighting and a closed-circuit video monitoring system. Preventing conflicts 
between humans and polar bears is one of the most important aspects of WWF’s work. 
Because of climate change and reduced ice cover in the Arctic, these predators approach 
people with increasing frequency. Equipment provided by WWF will give these polar 
residents the ability to scan the entire area around the station and be able to leave the 
building without fear of bear attack. The pilot project is planned to continue, and in the 
future, all of Russia’s Arctic weather stations may be similarly equipped.

14 POLAR 
BEAR DENS
found in Chukotka
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WILD REINDEER
THE WILD REINDEER POPULATION IN EUROPEAN RUSSIA, TAIMYR, AND
THE SEVERNAYA ZEMLYA ISLANDS IS STABLE AT HABITAT CAPACITY.

Area of key reindeer habitat with a natural resource use regime that meets the species’
conservation needs

20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

WWF supported monitoring and conservation of the wild 
reindeer population in Taimyr
In 2018, the next phase for studying the wild reindeer population in Taimyr took place 
with WWF support. Nature reserve staff and Taimyr Dolgan-Nenets municipal district 
government agencies conducted aerial surveys of reindeer population groups in western 
Taimyr. During the 2017 and 2018 surveys, 4 large groups and 13 smaller concentrations 
of the animals were found, totalling over 384,000 animals. These data also reliably show 
sex and age dynamics and the approximate number of wild reindeer in key summer 
habitats in Taimyr, where almost 90% of the population can be found.

WWF support in Taimyr and Yakutia helped to devise conservation methods using 
satellite collars. 16 collars transmitted data regarding the animals’ movements to a 
custom GIS system. The information obtained will facilitate effective work to reduce 
illegal reindeer slaughter during spring and autumn migration. In addition, experts are 
collecting data on the spatio-temporal structure of the Taimyr population.

Also thanks to WWF support, the number of rangers in Taimyr and Evenkiya engaged in
protecting the Taimyr reindeer population grew from 2 to 9 people. The Fund provided 
the Krasnoyarsk Krai Directorate of Protected Areas with 2 motorboats and awarded the 
Unified Directorate of Taimyr Reserves a cruiser, 2 motorboats, and 2 snowmobiles. The 
Directorate of Biological Resources and Protected Areas of the Republic of Sakha 
(Yakutia) used WWF funds to purchase fuel and conducted successful antipoaching 
operations. As a result, rangers prevented a large-scale harvest of reindeer antlers, seized 
an undocumented truck containing 10,000 reindeer kamus leg skins, confiscated dozens 
of unregistered firearms, and documented over 50 administrative violations connected to 
hunting and firearms use. WWF analysed the causes and geographic distribution of 
poaching activity and transportation of reindeer derivatives (body parts) in Taimyr and 
northwestern Yakutia. The WWF’s experts shared the report with government 
conservation agencies to develop poaching prevention measures.

10 % 10 % 13 %
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SPECIALLY PROTECTED NATURE 
AREAS

THE CONSERVATION OF KEY TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS IN PRIORITY ECOREGIONS 
IS IMPROVED BY THE CREATION OF 13,600,000 HA OF NEW PROTECTED AREAS.

Objective for 20222017

2017

2018

2018

Key terrestrial ecosystems in priority ecoregions covered by protected areas

Total area of protected areas created with WWF participation in Russia’s priority ecoregions
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WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

9,2
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Bikin National Park became a UNESCO World Natural Heritage 
Site
The Intergovernmental Committee for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural 
Heritage officially announced the extension of the Central Sikhote-Alin UNESCO World 
Heritage Site to include the Bikin River valley. The upper and middle stretches of the 
Bikin River basin possess unique landscape and biogeographical characteristics. 
Forests there are total analogues of the pre-glacial broadleaf forests in Eurasia, and it is 
the only large watershed where no logging has ever occurred. WWF invested 
significantly in the creation of a national park, made possible in part by support from 
the federal administration of the Russian Federation and the Amur Tiger Centre.

International recognition of the Bikin Valley’s value as the “Russian Amazon” will ease 
creation of a buffer zone protecting the national park and attract additional investment 
in establishing environment friendly infrastructure for traditional natural resource use 
by indigenous peoples.

The Natural Heritage Protection Fund, Geography Institutes of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (including the Russian Far East branch), Likhachev Institute of Cultural and 
Natural Heritage, and BROK community organization joined WWF in preparing the 
“Bikin River Valley” nomination.
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Khibiny National Park created in Murmansk Oblast
In early 2018 Dmitry Medvedev, chair of the Russian Federation government, signed a 
decree creating Khibiny National Park. WWF has been working for over 10 years for this 
decision. The new federal protected area will preserve the tundra and northern taiga 
landscapes of the Khibinsky and Lovozero mountain ranges on the Kola Peninsula. The 
greatest number of rare plant species in Murmansk Oblast are found here. The territory 
is also host to small glaciers created tens of thousands of years ago and still existing 
today, as well places held sacred by the Saami indigenous people. The Khibiny 
Mountains are also a popular recreation site for tens of thousands of Russian tourists. 
The creation of this national park is a shared success for WWF, its supporters, partners 
(especially, Kola Biodiversity Conservation Center), and the Murmansk Oblast 
government.

Decree signed to protect the natural wealth of Yakutia
The government of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) and WWF entered into a 
cooperation agreement that is the logical continuation of their multiyear collaboration. 
In October, President Aisen Nikolaev signed a decree to protect the republic’s natural 
wealth and which lays out priority objectives to ensure ecological wellbeing in the region 
through 2024. The document is Nikolaev’s first decree in his role as Yakutia’s leader. It 
describes 5 main objectives: decreasing potential anthropogenic and other human 
impacts, sustainable use of biological resources, protection of unique northern and arctic 
ecosystems, increasing environmental responsibility of mining companies, and 
developing environmental culture within the Republic’s civil society. These priorities 
directly correspond with WWF’s programmatic directions, and, as a result, the 
partnership between the Fund and the Republic’s leadership will actively grow.

New Siberian Islands Refuge created in Yakutia
The New Siberian Islands Federal Refuge was established with WWF’s active 
participation in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). The new protected area will protect 
polar bear breeding habitat. Read more on page 19.

WWF established an official partnership with the Chukotka 
Autonomous Okrug administration
Chair of the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug government Roman Kopin and WWF-Russia
director Igor Chestin signed an environmental cooperation agreement. This agreement
represents a new phase in a long-standing partnership between WWF and the Chukotka
Autonomous Okrug government. Given the rapidly changing climate and active 
economic development in the Russian Federation’s Arctic region, there is a need to join 
forces among all interested parties to work for nature preservation in the region. 
Extensive joint work to reduce anthropogenic risks lies ahead. Close attention will be 
paid to the development and support of a system of protected areas, expanding 
cooperation with local residents for whom the nature of their native land is home, where 
they have lived in harmony with the surrounding world for many generations. From a 
biodiversity perspective, Chukotka is, after all, the Arctic’s richest region.

NEW COOPERATION 
PHASE

for WWF and the Chukotka 
administration has begun

WILL PROTECT 
TUNDRA AND 

TAIGA
on the Kola Peninsula

Khibiny National Park
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SUSTAINABLE FOREST 
MANAGEMENT
To preserve forest biodiversity and prevent forest degradation 
in priority ecoregions
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OVER 15 MILLION HECTARES OF THE MOST ENVIRONMENTALLY AND
SOCIALLY IMPORTANT FORESTS IN PRIORITY ECOREGIONS WILL BE EXCLUDED FROM
 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, PREVENTING THE DEGRADATION OF PRIMARY 
(UNEXPLOITED) FORESTS.

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

13,9

2017

15,4

Source: Public reports of FSC-certified companies. The data for 2018 will be available in december 2019.
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In 2018, WWF signed agreements to protect high conservation value forests (HCVF) 
with 11 logging companies. Thanks to these agreements, environmentally and socially 
valuable forests, including virgin forest not previously subjected to human impact 
located on 516,000 hectares in Arkhangelsk and Irkutsk Oblasts, Republic of Komi, and 
Krasnoyarsk Krai were removed from commercial development, thus helping to prevent 
their degradation.

The area of high conservation value forests* on FSC**— certified lands including those excluded
from economic development
* Protected forests, intact forest landscapes, places used for traditional gathering of berries, mushroom and 
other food and non-timber resources
** Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an independent, non-governmental, non-profit organization
established to promote the responsible management of theworld’s forests.

Data are from the prior reporting period: 2017 report contains 2016 data, 2018 – from 2017. The data for 2018 will become 
available in 2019.

Area of most valuable forests, including intact forest landscapes, excluded from commercial
exploitation
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Mechanism for establishing National Forestry Heritage in 
Russia
Russia’s Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment has approved an updated 
version of the Forest Inventory Instruction that provides for the creation of National 
Forest Heritage (NFH). When planning logging, forest leaseholders can now allocate 
areas of scientific, historical, cultural, or religious value, as well as intact forest 
landscapes using this regulatory framework for forestry management. With the 
approval of this Forest Inventory Instruction, there is now a mechanism for excluding 
such forests from the annual allowable cut as NFH. Today, 3.41 million hectares of 
ecologically valuable primary forests excluded from commercial exploitation thanks to 
corporate logging ban agreements are candidates to become the first NFH sites. WWF 
stresses that the priority in Russia is to award large areas with this status, areas that 
have not been subject to significant anthropogenic disturbance and possessing
significant conservation value and are capable of supporting forest biological diversity 
over a long time span. At the same time, the area of these forests in Russia is 
dramatically decreasing and without protection measures, they may gradually 
disappear in commercial logging zones in the coming decades.

4.5 MILLION HA OF INTACT FOREST LANDSCAPES IN PRIORITY ECOREGIONS
WILL BE EXCLUDED FROM COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION.

2017 Objective for 20222018
Area of forests in priority ecoregions excluded from commercial exploitation as a result of WWF’s work

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy
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Agreement signed to create the first National Forest Heritage 
site in Russia
WWF and other conservation organizations signed an agreement with JSC Ilim Group 
to create the first National Forest Heritage site in Russia, selecting an area of over 
116,000 hectares within the company’s leasehold in the Katanga forest zone in Irkutsk 
Oblast. There will be a ban agreement on all commercial logging activity other than 
forest fire prevention and fighting work in this area until the National Forest Heritage 
status becomes official. The agreement was signed between JSC Ilim Group, 
WWF-Russia, the autonomous non-commercial organization Transparent World, and 
Greenpeace, with the active participation of the Forest Stewardship Council of Russia in 
order to protect the most valuable primary forests (intact forest landscapes) that are 
home to many species of rare flora and fauna in Russia.

Conservationists and loggers agree on borders for the future 
Dvinsky-Pinezhsky Refuge
The government of Arkhangelsk Oblast signed an agreement with logging companies, 
WWF-Russia, and Greenpeace Russia, setting the boundaries for the planned 
Dvinsky-Pinezhsky Refuge and approved an action plan for its creation. This is an 
important step towards establishment of a protected area between the Northern Dvina 
and Pinega rivers, one of the last large primary taiga forests to be preserved. The event 
can rightly be called historic, as it was preceded by 10 years of difficult negotiations to 
agree on boundaries for the refuge that meet environmental, economic, and social 
demands. WWF made great efforts to help all parties reach consensus.

The agreement lays out boundaries inside which there will be a ban on logging and 
logging road construction until the protected area is established. The refuge’s area will 
be 302,000 hectares. This compromise will help to preserve the most valuable part of 
the forest while also permitting logging companies to continue working. According to 
the plan approved by the Arkhangelsk Oblast Ministry of Natural Resources and the 
Timber Industry, the refuge should be established in 2019.

 > 300,000 HA
— Area of future 

Dvinsky-Pinezsky Refuge
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Rosleskhoz approved recommendations for biodiversity 
conservation for all of Russia
Russia’s Federal Forestry Agency (Rosleskhoz) approved and distributed 
recommendations for biodiversity conservation during logging developed with WWF’s 
involvement to all Russia regions. Many species of plants, animals, and mushrooms are 
under threat of extinction as a result of economic activity in forests. WWF has been 
working for many years with a wide range of stakeholders to develop biodiversity 
conservation methods for use during logging that account for regional differences. 
10 subjects of the Russian Federation have already incorporated lists of species in need 
of protection in their forestry management regulations. The remaining subject can use 
the recommendations developed by Rosleskhoz, WWF, and other conservation NGOs 
as a starting point to facilitate effective work and avoid important omissions, resulting 
in more effective biodiversity conservation in forests across Russia. These new forestry 
management regulations should be confirmed in most of the country’s regions by
early 2019.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION DURING TIMBER
HARVESTING ARE STIPULATED IN OFFICIAL FOREST MANAGEMENT PLANS IN THE 
13 SUBJECTS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION WITH PRIORITY ECOREGIONS.
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Regulations for intensive forestry successfully enacted
In accordance with new Forest Care Rules approved by the Russian Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment for 3 pilot regions, logging companies in the Barents 
Ecoregion carried out effective thinning on an area of approximately 20,000 hectares. 
These regulations are the result of many years of work by scientific and community 
organizations, including WWF, as well as cutting edge timber companies to promote 
implementation of sustainable forest management concepts, including a Public Council 
under the auspices of Rosleskhoz and the Boreal Forest Platform.

Half a million Siberian pines planted in Altai Republic
In 2018 in Altai Republic, 146 hectares of Siberian pine forest were restored with the 
planting of 480,560 Siberian pine seedlings. It was another step in the process of 
restoring Altai Republic’s Siberian pine forests damaged by fire and wind. This restoration 
work will ensure a consistently high degree of biodiversity and conservation of the natural 
environment and traditional way of life for the region’s indigenous residents.

Yves Rocher has been participating in this effort with WWF for 7 years now, as part of 
their joint “Making the Planet Green Together” programme to restore degraded forest 
landscapes in the most valuable corners of the planet. Since 2010, WWF and the Yves 
Rocher Fund have restored over 2,000 hectares of forest in Arkhangelsk Oblast, Altai 
Republic, and Altai Krai, planting over 7 million trees. Altai Republic’s Ministry of Natural 
Resources, Ecology, and Property Relations has been a reliable partner as well. Ministry 
staff monitor and perform all work to prepare the seedlings and conduct planting.

WWF opens a boxwood nursery in Kuban
WWF opened a nursery for cultivation of the Colchi boxwood relict species, currently on the 
verge of extinction. The greenhouse will produce plants for subsequent planting in the wild 
and restoration of boxwood forests. During the first year, 300 cuttings and 1,000 seeds 
were planted. After 3 years, a portion of the plants that were cultivated and grown in the 
nursery will be used to create a plantation, and another portion will be planted in the wild 
to restore boxwood populations, 99% of which have been destroyed by the boxwood pyralid 
moth. WWF is implementing this long-term project using Apsheronsk Forestry Technical 
College land and with financial support from WWF corporate donors and supporters.

PRODUCTIVITY OF SECONDARY FOREST IS INCREASED BY 30% IN AN AREA
TOTALLING 800,000 HECTARES AS A RESULT OF NEW LOGGING, REFORESTATION, 
AND THINNING PRACTICES IN YOUNG GROWTH.

2017 Objective for 20222018
Area of secondary forests with increased productivity

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy
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WWF alerted the Federation Council to illegal logging in the 
Far East
During the 9   International “Forest and Humans” Forum conducted by the Union of 
Timber Manufacturers and Exporters of Russia in October 2018, WWF issued a sharp 
criticism of forestry use practices in Primorsky Krai. Fund experts alerted members of 
the Upper House of the Russian Parliament to the catastrophic depletion of stocks of 
Mongolian oak and Manchurian ash. The current forest use system violates a 
cornerstone of forestry management: sustainability. Fund experts prepared an analysis 
that evaluated the volume of illegally produced oak and ash wood in Primorsky Krai 
between 2011-2015 and showed that the greatest damage to forest resources is being 
done not by “black” logging companies, but rather by official forest users. Forest 
leaseholders are using the declarative nature of the forestry management system to 
legalize illegally harvested wood.

The Far Eastern taiga forest is habitat for Amur tiger and as a result, illegal logging in 
these forests not only inflicts economic damage on the state but also destroys this rare 
cat’s habitat. Over the last 20 years, WWF has been monitoring logging of commercially 
valuable timber in the southern part of the Far East and proposes measures that could 
help to reduce illegal logging in the region. In the last 5 years alone, WWF has 
published 5 analyses of this problem.

The results of the survey on logging and exports of Mongolian oak and Manchurian ash 
were announced at a special meeting in the environmental prosecutor’s office of 
Primorsky Krai. Subsequently, a working group consisting of WWF representatives and 
the Primorsky Krai Department of Forestry was created to perform a more detailed 
analysis of logging, using the Roshchinsky Forest zone as an example. The group has 
already identified cases of overstated commercial timber yields (up to 90% of total 
logging volume) and that overstatement was used to legalize illegal production. The 
results of the analysis will be presented in early 2019.

ENSURE LEGALITY OF LOGGING AND FOREST PRODUCT TRADE IN THE
ECOREGIONS.

2017 Objective for 20222018
Portion of illegally produced timber from Mongolian oak and Manchurian ash trees in the Amur
Ecoregion
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* Data are from the 2017 reporting period. 2018 data will become available in 2019.
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2017 Objective for 20222018
Cases of illegal logging identified and communicated with WWF participation in the Caucasus
Ecoregion

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy

14 cases
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The KEDR system now includes drones
The KEDR forest system for operational monitoring of forestry violations was 
reinforced with the use of drones. The system was launched in 2017 and new modules 
are added on an ongoing basis to help forestry inspectors to identify illegal logging 
activity. The use of drones permits rapid surveys of forest areas. First a dispatcher 
analyses incoming satellite data or public monitoring information about changes to the 
forest and then gives the system a signal point requiring verification using a drone. The 
system automatically plans a drone flight from the launch point to the location of the 
signal. After that, a government enforcement team travels to the start point and uses 
proper procedures to launch the drone for verification, making a cross-survey of the 
forest area from the air. Following the drone’s return, the inspector views the recording 
on a laptop and decides how to proceed, for example, by halting active illegal logging.

As soon as drone testing is complete, WWF will transfer the equipment and technology 
to the Forestry Department for regular use. The introduction of this new technology to 
the KEDR System will speed identification of illegal logging in forests and improve 
monitoring of legal forestry use.

This project is supported by M Video Company and the Business Youth Society of
Entrepreneurs.

Staff at the Amur branch of WWF-Russia won a prize at the All-Russia “Open Data of 
the Russian Federation” Competition for Open Government for their work developing 
the KEDR System for automated monitoring of illegal logging.

WWF discovers illegal logging incidents in the Caucasus
With WWF participation and using the WWF-developed hcvf.ru website, 55 cases 
of illegal logging or the illegal sale of forest for logging, including by local forestry 
agencies, were identified in Krasnodar Krai and Karachayevo-Cherkessia. 
Violations for 14 of the 55 cases were officially confirmed by Rosleskhoz. In the 
remaining cases, Rosleskhoz identified a variety of violations, but the cases have not yet 
been recognized as illegal logging, and the authorities continue their investigations. 
In 7 of the 14 cases identified by WWF and confirmed by Rosleskhoz, logging over a total 
area of 76,7 hectares was prevented.

No more than
20 cases

6 ILLEGAL
LOGGING

INCIDENTS
documented,

totaling 531,64 m³ and
 over 45 mln rubles
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The area of FSC-certified forests in priority ecoregions increased by 1,46 million 
hectares and reached 23,46 million hectares, including 125,880 hectares in the 
Altai-Sayan Ecoregion, 17,539,292 hectares in the Barents Ecoregion, and 5,792,976 
in the Amur Ecoregion.

The number of NGOs participating in monitoring the quality of FSC certification in 
priority ecoregions increased by 4 organizations, including 1 organization – Gebler 
Ecological Society – in the Altai-Sayan Ecoregion and 3 organizations in the Barents 
Ecoregion (Komi Voityr Inter-regional Movement, Priluzsky District Public Forest 
Council, and NGO SPOK), for a new total of 9 NGOs.

Area of Forest Stewardship Council-certified forests in priority ecoregions

THE AREA OF FOREST UNDER FOREST STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL (FSC)
CERTIFICATION IN PRIORITY ECOREGIONS WILL INCREASE BY 1,5 MILLION 
HECTARES TO REACH 23,5 MILLION. 

2017 Objective for 20222018
Number of NGOs participating in FSC quality assurance monitoring in priority ecoregions
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Area of Forest Stewardship Council-certified forests in Central Asia

INCREASED AMOUNTS OF FOREST IN CENTRAL ASIA UNDER FORESTRY
STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL (FSC) CERTIFICATION WILL SUPPORT FOREST 
CONSERVATION AND DEVELOP.

First production of FSC-certified non-timber forest products 
takes place in Central Asia
The Association of Forest and Land Users of Kyrgyzstan (AFLU) became the first FSC
certificate holder for forest management and supply chain in Central Asia. The 
Association developed the AFLU’s “SILK ROAD TASTE” brand to promote certified 
products manufactured by Association members. This trademark has already been 
applied to nuts, dried fruits, and herbs, and will also be added to mineral water, honey, 
and mushrooms in the future.

This is the first real step toward the development of FSC certification in Central Asia 
and is strategically important for the formation of an environmentally responsible 
forest sector in the Commonwealth of Independent States. Certification of nut-fruit 
forests in this region creates a precedent in the post-Soviet space, whereby non-timber 
forest products replace wood as the primary product. This first certificate also increases 
interest in FSC certification among many other producers and consumers of 
non-timber forest products in the region and creates additional economic incentives 
for responsible forest management in Asia, where they are of critical social and 
environmental importance.

2017 Objective for 20222018

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy
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SUSTAINABLE 
FISHERIES
WWF’s Priority fisheries in the Arctic and Bering Sea-Kamchat-
ka Ecoregions* – pollock, Atlantic and Pacific cod, haddock, as 
well as salmon, halibut, and crab – are stable and do not lead to 
a reduction of marine ecosystems’ biodiversity.
* WWF priority ecoregions in Russia’s Arctic seas are the Barents, Bering, and Okhotsk Seas.

WWF GOAL
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According to WWF data, the volume of MSC-certified fish (cod, haddock, pollock) in 
the Barents and Okhotsk Seas reached 52% of the total catch of MSC-certified fisheries 
of whitefish and salmon in Russia. The production volume of certified salmon in 
Kamchatka and Sakhalin in 2018 exceeded that amount by 3%. Today in Russia, 
FSC-certified whitefish and salmon are more than 55% of the total catch. Total catch 
volume includes the pollock catch (800,000 metric tonnes) in the Sea of Okhotsk, cod 
and haddock (400,000 tonnes) in the Barents Sea, and Pacific salmon (100,000 tonnes) 
off Kamchatka.

IN FAR EASTERN SEAS, 65% OF WHITEFISH AND SALMON FISHERIES ARE
CERTIFIED ACCORDING TO MSC* STANDARDS (OF THE TOTAL CATCH OF RUSSIAN 
MSC-CERTIFIED FISH).
* The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) is an independent international organization whose goal is the conservation of 
fisheries resources for future generations and ensuring the viability of marine ecosystems.

Percentage of MSC-certified whitefish and salmon in Far Eastern seas
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work on the 2018—2022 strategy

> 55 %55 % 65 %
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In 2018, approximately 1.3 million metric tonnes of MSC-certified wild fish were 
harvested in Russia, or 25% of the total annual catch of 5.03 million tonnes.25%



Kamchatka companies receive responsible fishing certification
In 2018, MSC-certification of salmon fisheries underwent further development with 
WWF support. 4 companies (Bolsheretsk, Narody Severa, Lloyd-Fish, and Oktyabrsky
Rybokombinat) that fish in Bolshaya River, a popular place for poachers, as well as in 
the Opala, Kikhchik, Mukhina, and Khomutina Rivers (four large rivers in western 
Kamchatka) received certification. An additional 2 companies, Delta Fish and Delfin, 
are located on the peninsula’s eastern shoreline and will have fisheries certified as 
environmentally sustainable beginning in 2018. Overall, these 6 companies harvest 
10% of the total salmon catch on Kamchatka, and the volume of certified fish is 17-20% 
of Kamchatka’s total catch.

On the western Kamchatka coast, fishing companies Vityaz-Avto and Delta have 
successfully completed their second annual audits. These businesses received 5-year 
certifications in 2016.

Fisheries inspection point established on the Avacha River
In the summer of 2018, WWF took part in making improvements to a volunteer camp 
on the Avacha River. The Avacha flows in close proximity to Kamchatka’s largest 
settlements, and for a long time its salmon were under strong pressure from illegal 
fishing. The tent camp for volunteer fish conservation inspectors was created by the 
Saving Salmon Together Fund. WWF provided funds for the purchase of fuel and 
equipment necessary for the comfortable accommodation of volunteers.

Between July and September, during the height of the salmon migration season, 
community volunteers patrolled the river together with government inspectors using 
small boats. Their work included seeking, discovering, and documenting poachers. All 
information gathered during patrols was promptly transmitted to the relevant authorities.

Salmon spawning grounds monitored on rivers in the Far East
The Khabarovsk Krai chapter of the Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North 
surveyed Pacific salmon spawning grounds on large tributaries of the Amur River with 
WWF support. The expeditions were undertaken in order to better understand 
escapement in the main spawning grounds. In recent years, the number of Pacific 
salmon reaching the Amur’s tributary rivers for spawning has been declining. This 
information is supported by the results of a survey of residents of the Amur’s tributaries 
that student nature protection groups administered in October 2018 in Primorsky and 
Khabarovsk Krais as well as in the Jewish Autonomous Oblast. A community-led 
monitoring system with participation by indigenous people got underway with WWF 
support. Monitoring revealed extremely low salmon escapement on the rivers surveyed. 
Only 0.12 fish/100 m² of spawning ground were found on the Amgun River as opposed 
to an expected 50 producers/100 m², and only 0.076 producers on the Anyui, and only 
0.025 on the Tunguska. In the fall, activists evaluated and analysed a number of 
floating fish processing plants, small boats, fixed net fishing gear, as well as compliance 
with fishing regulations and limits set by the Commission for Anadromous Fish Catch 
Enforcement. They also collected data on the actual catch of fall-run chum salmon and 
identified potential threats to salmon migrating to their spawning grounds. Regulatory 
and enforcement agencies and commercial fishing companies were motivated by 
information resulting from this independent community monitoring work to take a 
more responsible approach to fish conservation activities. Information about the 
violations identified by expedition participants was submitted to enforcement agencies, 
the Amur branch of federal RosRybolovstvo Fishing Agency, and fisheries and 
oceanography research institutes.

COMMUNITY 
MONITORING 

SYSTEM
involving indigenous people 

launched with WWF support

6 FISHERIES
receive MSC certification
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10% OF BOATS USED BY MSC-CERTIFIED COMPANIES BELONGING TO
THE POLLOCK CATCHERS ASSOCIATION WILL BE STAFFED BY OBSERVERS 
DOCUMENTING BYCATCH OF MARINE BIRDS AND MARINE MAMMALS.

Number of observers in Pollock Catchers Association fisheries
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy

≥25

Sea of Okhotsk fishermen awarded “environmentally 
responsible” status
The Pollock Catchers Association (PCA) fishery successfully completed MSC 
certification renewal and was recognized as sustainable without additional conditions. 
The Pollock Catchers Association consists of 32 fishing companies with a total catch of 
approximately 1.8 million metric tonnes of fish and seafood products. Together they 
bring in 75% of the total pollock catch in Russia and approximately 35% of the global 
harvest of this fish. 

The partnership between WWF and the Association began long before the first MSC
certification of Okhotsk pollock. Although at the time, the Fund had a number of 
concerns regarding the work of the PCA fleet, today, WWF experts are satisfied by the 
progress that has occurred during the first 5-year certification period. The Association 
incorporated WWF recommendations, including those related to conducting annual 
audits. Special work took place on member companies’ ships to study and minimize 
marine bird and marine mammal bycatch. They did a lot of work to hire ship observers: 
during the 2018 season the number of observers from fisheries science institutes 
reached 23 people, which significantly increased observer coverage of fishing 
operations.

observers from
fisheries research

institutes

observers from
fisheries research

institutes

No fewer than 25 observers on PCA
fishing boats, in accordance with

MSC certification requirements, with
the resulting documentation affirmed

by MSC-audits

2318

32 BUSINESSES
with a catch volume

of 1,8 mio tonnes of fish 
and seafood are members

of the Pollock Catch 
Association
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BIRD MORTALITY WILL BE REDUCED IN LONGLINE FISHERIES IN THE BERING SEA AND 
THE SEA OF OKHOTSK AS A RESULT OF A 40% INCREASE IN THE PRACTICE  OF 
EQUIPPING SHIPS WITH STREAMERS THAT REDUCES BIRD MORTALITY BY 90% 
DURING LONGLINING.

Number of ships equipped with streamer lines in cod and halibut fisheries
20182017 Objective for 2022

WWF starts to work
on the 2018—2022 strategy

16%
50%

10%

Bird mortality significantly decreased during fishing
WWF organized observation of the cod and halibut fisheries in the Sea of Okhotsk and 
Pacific Ocean: under WWF direction, experts worked on two ships to study marine bird 
bycatch over a 4-month period. WWF has worked for many years with fishing 
companies to reduce the impact of bottom longlining on sensitive marine ecosystems 
and their occupants. Streamer lines are an effective tool in the fishery for bird 
protection: longlines are equipped with bright cords attached to the ship’s stern and 
cast out on either side of the trawl-line. This simple tool reduces bird bycatch by 90% 
and increases fishery profit. Over a 4-month period, the ship “Gloria” conducted 351 
longlining runs and hooked just 35 birds during that time. There was not a single 
endangered Red Book species among them. This is a very low figure that proves
the significant effectiveness of streamer line use. Despite the fact that the exact number 
of ships using streamers in the Far Eastern region is unknown, fishermen are speaking
confidently about the significant decrease in bird bycatch in recent years, including rare
species.

BY 90%

Use of streamer lines
reduces bird bycatch
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CLIMATE AND ENERGY
СО₂ emission in Russia is decreased by 8% over 5 years; 
absorption by forests is increased by 10%.
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THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION GOVERNMENT WILL APPROVE A NATIONAL ADAPTATION 
PLAN ON NEGATIVE CLIMATE CHANGE CONSEQUENCES AND WILL INCORPORATE AT 
LEAST 80% OF WWF DEMANDS FOR RARE SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEM PROTECTIONS 
IN PRIORITY ECOREGIONS.

WWF organized a study of future climate change that is 
fundamentally important for the Russian Arctic
A detailed study of the most important current trends in climate change for most 
of the Russian Arctic took place in the framework of WWF’s partnership with the 
Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatory. New model calculations of the spatio-temporal 
distribution of anomalies in temperature, precipitation, and hot and cold waves 
for 5 arctic regions were generated for the 2030s, 2050s, and the end of the century. 
WWF has already summarized the results of this research, making it possible to 
identify the main effects and threats of climate change. Now they must be aligned
with economic development plans in the Arctic to develop a “road map” and then 
pursue proposals to achieve a series of adaptation measures, including the creation 
of new protected areas and expansion and significant strengthening of existing nature 
conservation measures.

First version of the National Adaptation Plan on negative climate change consequences 
drafted and approved by Russia’s Ministry of Economic Development. It includes WWF 
proposals for nature conservation, including the creation and support of protected areas.

2018

The National Adaptation Plan on negative climate change consequences is approved
and under implementation. Protected areas adaptation measures for 2025-2030
are designated in the form of government decisions.

2022

IN 5 ARCTIC 
REGIONS

Future climate change 
modelled
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Work completed on a National Adaptation Plan for Adverse 
Climate Change Impacts
The Russian Ministry of Economic Development has completed work on a National 
Adaptation Plan for Climate Change. According to this plan, measures for adaptation of 
protected areas to the changing climate should be analysed, and proposals to expand 
the protected areas system in 2025-2030 should be submitted to the government by 
2021. The decision to prepare this plan was made back in 2016, but the work did not 
take place. Moreover, government agencies expressed frequent doubts about the role of 
humans in climate change. WWF undertook significant steps on climate change 
awareness and invited leading Russian scientists to jointly insist on large impact of 
human activity on the Earth’s climate and the need for timely actions, particularly 
adaptation measures. As a result, in 2018, Russia’s Ministry of Economic Development 
began urgent preparation of a National Adaptation Plan. Researches were carried out 
for a series of economic sectors and public health, however the information has to
be systematized in the form of a national plan. The plan includes actions for scientific 
support and ecological aspects of adaptation challenges as well as topics related to 
protected areas and sustainable fisheries; large attention was paid to economics and 
legislation. At the present, the National Adaption Plan for Negative Climate Changes is 
largely in agreement with WWF’s strategy objectives.

WWF and EKA developed interactive lessons for teachers
In partnership with the Eka-Movement interregional environmental NGO, WWF 
developed a unique and interactive “Forest and Climate” lesson. This project was made 
possible with support from a Presidential Grant for civil society development. Its 
development was motivated by the misunderstanding of students, civil society, and 
government regarding greenhouse gas emissions and absorption processes and a 
misconception regarding huge and ongoing absorption. Because standard education 
methods were not working, WWF appealed to school students – an active audience of 
future stakeholders with an ability to influence their parents. WWF prepared two 
variations on the lesson: one each for younger and older schoolchildren, making the 
material interesting not only for children, but adults as well.

Over 10,000 schools from across Russia have joined the “Forest and Climate” project.
Teaching materials, animated presentations, and booklets with useful advice are freely
available at лесклимат.рф.

The “Forest and Climate” education project received an award from the All-Russian 
“Climate and Responsibility” competition, and was personally awarded by Ruslan 
Edelgeriev, advisor and special envoy of the President of the Russian Federation on 
climate issues. WWF’s contribution to environmental education aimed at greenhouse 
gas reductions in Russia was noted accordingly. This award recognizes WWF’s 
contribution to increased understanding of climate change.

NATIONAL
ADAPTATION PLAN

for adverse climate change 
coincides with WWF

strategies

> 9,000 TEACHERS
joined WWF’s interactive 

class
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GREEN ECONOMY
The ecological footprint of Russian citizens remains within the 
country’s biological capacity and remains stable or decreases. 
Flagship species and ecosystems in priority ecoregions are
protected from negative anthropogenic impacts caused by 
new threats.
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FLAGSHIP SPECIES ARE PROTECTED FROM THE NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING USE OF LAND AND OCEAN SHELF NATURAL RESOURCES.

Results of openness ratings for mining and metals companies 
analysed
Together with the United Nations Environment Programme and the National Ratings 
Agency, WWF presented the results of the annual transparency ratings for mining and 
metals companies. The research enables a comparison of corporate environmental 
responsibility and the scale of extractive industry impacts on the environment, 
including biodiversity, as well as improving understanding of dynamic changes in the 
industry as a whole. The largest 34 mining and metals companies participated in the 
ratings process. First two places were occupied by Kinross Gold gold-mining company 
and Polyus Zoloto, another gold-mining company. The coal-mining company SDS-Ugol 
took third place. One of the main principles of the research is using only publicly 
disclosed data of the companies. When organizers first began calculating these ratings, 
they lacked sufficient open source information about participating companies. It
was only in 2018 that more than half of the 34 companies increased their information
transparency. This means that the rating is an effective mechanism for influencing 
company policies with regard to transparency and information access. On the other 
hand, the information gathered for this year’s ratings more accurately depicts the 
environmental responsibility of the industry’s largest companies.

Analysis of the corporate policies of the largest oil and gas, mining, and metals
companies completed, openness ratings published2018

Economic development projects in priority ecoregions do not threaten priority species.

In the Arctic:
• moratoria are extended on granting of new license areas to oil and gas companies on 
the Arctic shelf;
• the mining industry does not threaten salmon or wild reindeer populations

In Altai-Sayan, Amur, and Caucasus Ecoregions and Central Asia:
• the development of linear infrastructure is not accompanied by decreased populations 
of snow leopard, argali mountain sheep, Persian and Far Eastern leopard, and Amur 
tiger.
• the oil and gas companies that comprise 95% of total production demonstrate 
decreases in specific negative environmental impacts, first and foremost, flaring of 
associated petroleum gas, as well as greenhouse gas emissions, oil spills, pipeline
accidents, and untreated water releases. Average ratings increase by 50%.
• the mining companies that comprise 50% of the industry’s total production will 
decrease negative environmental impacts by at least 25%.

2022

WWF starts to work
on the 2018-2022 strategy

34 LARGEST 

COMPANIES
mining and metals

participated in transparency 
ratings
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5 – LUKOIL
6 – Rosneft

7  – Zarubezhneft

4

9  – Salym Petroleum
10  – Arkhangelskgeoldobycha
11  – Kinross Gold
12  – Kuzbass Fuel Company
13  – Nornickel
14  – Polimetall

8  – Surgutneftegaz

3

– Exxon Neftegas Limited (Sakhalin-1 
project) and Sakhalin Energy Investment 
Company Ltd. (Sakhalin-2 project)
– Yamal LNG (a joint venture of Novatek, 
Total S.A., and CNPC)

WWF и CREON Energy present transparency ratings for oil and 
gas companies
For the fifth time WWF and CREON Energy presented the results of Environmental
Transparency Ratings for Russia’s oil and gas companies. The initiative takes place with
support from the United Nations Environment Programme and with the participation 
of the Russian Ministries of Natural Resources and Energy. As in past years, the 
National Ratings Agency conducts the analysis. Creon Capital S.a.r.l. was a project 
partner this year. Sakhalin Energy took first place, followed by Zarubezhneft, in the top 
3 for the first time in second place, with Exxon NL in third.

The project is receiving ever greater support by relevant ministries, a testament to the 
demand for ratings programmes in the system for government management of 
environmental risks and impacts. For the first time, the Analytical Centre for the 
Russian Federation calculated the ratings results for oil and gas company transparency 
in 2018.

In 2018 the number of oil and gas companies that approved biodiversity conservation policies
increased from 7 to 10. These companies are among 22 participants in an environmental
transparency ratings process. The first 5 of 34 participants in the transparency ratings process
for mining and metals companies approved similar policies and programmes in 2018.

– Gazprom / Gazprom Neft
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WWF conducted oil spill response trainings
WWF trained volunteers in emergency oil spill response in Murmansk. Under the 
expert guidance of EcoService Professional Emergency Rescue Unit, young people and 
students at Murmansk Arctic State University and Murmansk Pedagogical College 
participated in deploying equipment, collecting oil washed ashore, and aiding shoreline 
spill clean-up. Over the 13 yeas of WWF’s “Clean Shores” programme, WWF and its 
partners have trained 660 people. Participants have not yet had the opportunity to use 
these skills in a real-life “combat” situation; thankfully, large-scale accidents requiring 
participation of significant numbers of helping hands have not occurred in the region. 
Nevertheless, it is important to be prepared for a large spill, given that the volume of oil 
transshipment in the Kola Bay alone reaches 13 million metric tonnes. The majority of 
that oil is transferred directly from ship to ship in the bay’s port. According to expert 
calculations, oil would reach the shore in less than an hour in the event of a spill.

“GREEN” FINANCE IN RUSSIA IS IN LINE WITH INTERNATIONAL CRITERIA AND 
STANDARDS AND IS NOT USED FOR GREENWASHING OF ECOLOGICALLY RISKY 
AND HARMFUL PROJECTS

First green bonds issued in Russia
For the first time in Russia, green bonds issued on the Moscow Stock Exchange – the 
funds are directed to financing projects with positive environmental impacts. The 
initiator for placement of these securities is a business that specializes in waste 
processing. The bonds are independently verified, and issued in accordance with green 
bond standards (Green Bond Principles 2018). In 2016, WWF initiated the issuance of 
green bonds in Russia, and by 2018 WWF-engaged experts in high quality 
environmental assessment affirmed the project’s positive environmental impacts and 
helped to combine the economic and financial analyses with the environmental 
assessment. As a result, these bonds are environmentally appealing in addition to their 
economic appeal.

Funds from issuance of these bonds will be aimed at financing a concession project to
establish a comprehensive inter-municipal waste management facility for the disposal, 
treatment, and processing of solid municipal waste for the cities of Nefteyugansk, 
Pyt-Yakha, and villages in the Nefteyugansk District.

A financial mechanism exists to attract investments for green projects. Investment
in green projects is 15 million euros.

WWF starts to work
on the 2018-2022 strategy

2018

Double the amount of green investments in Russia compared to 2017.2022

660 PEOPLE
trained in emergency oil spill 
cleanup over 13 yrs of WWF 

project
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https://wwf.ru/resources/news/arctic/volontery-wwf-uchatsya-borotsya-s-avariynymi-razlivami-nefti/
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Russia’s legislative and governance systems ensure effective 
implementation of the WWF

WWF GOAL

ENVIRONMENTAL 
GOVERNANCE
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LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS NECESSARY FOR PROVIDING EFFECTIVE
BIODIVERSITY PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABLE USE OF LIVING RESOURCES 
ARE ADOPTED.

APPROVED 
CHANGES TO 
PROTECTED 
AREAS LAW

correspond to Presidential 
order and WWF proposals

Changes are made to the law on protected areas
The Russian state Duma approved amendments to the federal law “On protected 
areas”. WWF and other conservation organizations have been advocating for this action 
by the government for 3 years since the draft bill’s text was approved in the first reading 
in 2015. Overall, the approved amendments correspond to an order by President Putin 
and are related to strengthening the legal framework for protected areas and providing 
an option for eliminating entry fees at federal reserves and national parks, both 
important for residents of nearby population centres. It will be forbidden to construct 
new recreation facilities and to reduce the size of areas used by indigenous people for 
extensive traditional natural resource use. It will be permitted to process forest food 
products within these zones. Elimination of the requirement to conduct an environ-
mental assessment is an important innovation and will make it easier to create protect-
ed areas. However, the new legislation will not solve all of the serious problems.
It does not end permission to creation of biosphere research polygons. The threat of
construction of ski resorts and other sporting facilities, hotels, and related infrastruc-
ture remains, essentially enabling cardinal changes the purpose of a federal reserve’s 
lands. The legal status of protected areas with international status remains in question. 
With its support for these amendments and recognition of significant progress toward 
improving protected areas law, WWF believes that is a work yet in progress.

Amendments are made to protected areas law and other legislation that ensure 
effective conservation and management of ecosystems in priority ecoregions in 
agreement with NGO demands.

The law on protected areas strengthens the legal regime for protected areas with
international status, as well as providing for the establishment and management 
of marine protected areas.

2018

2022
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2018 RESULTS

WWF starts to work
on the 2018-2022 strategy

https://wwf.ru/resources/news/okhranyaemye-territorii/wwf-zakon-ob-oopt-pomozhet-reshit-chast-ostrykh-problem/


Decision made to establish navigation measures in the Bering 
Strait
For the first time in history, and in accordance with a joint proposal by Russia and the 
United States, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) established navigation 
measures in the Bering Strait. This is the result of many years of work by WWF-Russia 
and WWF-US, hosting regular meetings for the two nations’ governments and 
providing expert support for the proposal. As a result of this decision, shipping traffic 
transiting the Bering Strait and along the Russian and American coasts in the Bering 
Sea will adhere to recommended routes, lessening the risk of collisions, associated 
pollution, and other environmental damage.
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Overall, 137 employees work for WWF-Russia. 19 of them possess doctoral degrees and are members of the Fund’s 
Scholars Council. The central office of WWF-Russia is based in Moscow. In addition to the preparation and 
implementation of conservation programmes, its staff is responsible for cooperation with state agencies and the 
scientific community, as well as continuous engagement with WWF supporters, business, and media. The Moscow 
office also manages WWF’s Central Asian Programme. WWF’s regional and project offices are based in Russia’s 
priority ecoregions: Barents (Murmansk and Arkhangelsk), Altai-Sayan (Krasnoyarsk), Northern Caucasus 
(Krasnodar), and Kamchatka / Bering Sea (Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky). WWF also has a branch office in Vladivostok 
in the Amur ecoregion.

WWF staff are professionals committed to the cause of conservation and are acknowledged experts in many fields of 
natural and social sciences. In 2018, a number of WWF-Russia employees were awarded honorary titles and prizes.

Press Secretary, 
Altai-Sayan Ecoregional office

WWF’S MAIN ASSET IS THE PEOPLE THAT HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY
IMPLEMENTING NATURE CONSERVATION PROJECTS OVER MANY YEARS.

“HONORED CONSERVATIONIST”:

Murmansk

Arkhangelsk

Krasnodar

Krasnoyarsk

Vladivostok

Petropavlovsk-
Kamchatsky

Moscow

4
10

5

77

28

Tatyana Ivanitskaya,
Brand and Publications 
Coordinator

Julia Kalinicheva,
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Communications Manager, 
Amur Branch

Julia Fomenko,

Сhief Accountant

CERTIFICATE OF HONOR, RUSSIAN MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENT:

Ekaterina Verkhovykh,
Deputy Director
Julia Derbilova,

Director, WWF-IKEA 
Partnership for Forests

Elena Katkova,
Accountant
Svetlana Kirillova,

“CONSERVATION AND EXPANSION OF RUSSIA’S FOREST WEALTH”:

Coordinator, High Conservation 
Value Forests

Konstantin Kobyakov,
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Coordinator, Climate 
and Energy Programme

Oksana Lipka,

Coordinator, Oil and Gas 
Projects, Barents Ecoregional 
Office

Vadim Krasnopolsky,
Press Secretary
Darya Kudryavtseva,

Chief Financial Executive, 
Amur Branch

Svetlana Lisionok,

Chief Administrator
Sergei Markov,

Specialist, Financial and 
Administrative Department, 
Amur Branch

Evgeny Penzikov,

Coordinator of IT projects, 
Amur branch

Andrey Purekhovsky,
Communications Manager, 
Amur Branch

Olga Sass,

Director, Marketing 
and Communications

Yuri Sochnev,
Deputy Chief Accountant
Ekaterina Startseva,

Administrator, 
Forest Programme

Olga Urusova,
Senior Projects Administrator, 
Caucasus Ecoregional Office

Olga Chernykh,
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The Board determines priority areas for WWF-Russia’s work and approves its conservation strategy, financial plans, 
and reports.

WWF BOARD

Chair of WWF-Russia Board, 
First Deputy Head of the
Analytical Center 
of the Government 
of the Russian Federation

Vladislav Onishchenko,

Director 
of the Zoological Museum 
of the Moscow State University,
Sc.D.

Mikhail Kalyakin,
Vice President, External 
Relations and Communications, 
Fast-Growing European 
Economies, MasterCard

Anna Kozlovskaya,

Member, Board of Trustees, ITI 
Funds, ITI Capital. Joint owner, 
Turbina Travelers website

Nikolai Dontsov,

President, Mikhailov and 
Partners Communications 
Advisors

Marianna Maksimovskaya, 
Independent Public Relations 
consultant, trainer

Tatyana Nikulshina, 
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The Board of Trustees contributes to the development and support of WWF’s activities and assists in raising resources 
and funds for the implementation of environmental projects and achievement of WWF’s mission – to stop the 
degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which people live in harmony with nature.

The Board of Trustees adopts non-binding, advisory resolutions. WWF-Russia management submits 
recommendations prepared by the Board of Trustees to the WWF Board.

WWF-RUSSIA BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Senior Vice President 
of VTB Bank

Alexander Gogolev,
Head of the School of World 
Economy at the National 
Research University Higher 
School of Economics, senior 
adviser to the Head of the 
Analytical Center 
of the Government 
of the Russian Federation

Leonid Grigoryev,

Journalist
Aliona Doletskaya,

Musician and producer
Alexey Kortnev,

Head of Marketing and 
Business Development 
atPricewaterhouseCoopers

Svetlana Mironyuk,
Financier and philanthropist
Christopher Muravie�-Apostol, 
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Journalist and TV host
Vladimir Pozner,

Businessman, founder
of M.Video Company, 
philanthropist

Alexander Tynkovan,

Entrepreneur and CEO 
of Delovaya Sreda

Mikhail Fedorenko,
TV and radio host, 
journalist

Anton Komolov,
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The number of supporters:
WWF-Russia supporters
2017  – 

2018  –
24,810
25,879

The number of companies:
Corporate partners of WWF-Russia
2017  – 

2018  – 
72
>80

+11%

Media publications mentioning WWF-Russia
2017  – 

2018  – 
42,000
52,500

+25%

+4%

The number of followers:
WWF-Russia in social media

2017  – 

2018  – 
551,047
620,000

+12,5%
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WWF-Russia is continuously working to reduce the ecological 
footprint of its central and regional offices.

WWF OFFICES: 
GREEN SOLUTIONS
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WHAT WE DO:

                  

         
         

 

               

~1,600

>110

>440

>25
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In 2018, WWF-Russia o�ces collected for recycling:

  kilograms of paper

           kilograms of plastic

                kilograms of glass

               kilograms of metal

choosing environmen-
tally responsible 
vendors, producers, 
and service providers

choosing the 
double-sided option 
when printing

using recycled and 
FSC-certified paper

reducing the amount 
of printed materials 
in favor of electronic 
distribution of our
publications

reducing the number of business trips and replacing them with online conferences. WWF supports 
selected renewable energy projects that are internationally recognized and lead to beneficial social 
impacts. The carbon emission reduction achieved through these projects is an offset for any air travel 
that our staff members have to undertake.

In the near future, we will start building an ‘eco-house’ for our new office in Moscow. The project
will employ state-of- the-art green technologies for energy and resource efficiency, as well as
waste and emission reduction. Green building materials will be used in the construction.

sorting waste and 
recycling paper, 
plastics, glass, metal, 
batteries, and 
fluorescent lamps

using LED lamps 
instead of 
incandescent bulbs

reducing the consump-
tion of water, heat, and 
electricity

using cleaners and 
personal care products 
that are effective and 
environmentally safe

educating staff 
members, supporters 
and corporate partners 
about an 
environmentally 
responsible lifestyle
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TOTAL

 

 

483,8

107,1

25,0

15,0

32,8

24,8

73,3

47,1

57,2

866,1

1. Presidential Grant Foundation

2. Russian corporate sponsorship

3. Individual donation

4. WWF-Netherlands

5. WWF-UK

7. WWF-Germany

8. WWF offices in other countries

10. Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency

11. Other governmental organizations

12. Foreign NGOs and private foundations    

13. Other income

6. WWF-Sweden

9. International Climate Initiative (Germany)

866,1

EXPENDITURES
BY PROGRAMME,
MILLION RUBLES

INCOME
SOURCES,

MILLION RUBLES

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9
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1. Biodiversity conservation

2. Sustainable forest management

3. Sustainable fisheries

4. Climate and energy

5. Green economy

6. Environmental governance

8. Administration

7. Living Planet Programme 
(engagement with the public)

TOTAL

9. Balance carried forward to the next year

127,5

76,4

76,1

46,3

120,7

57,0

41,3

28,7

68,3

21,6

13,3

107,7

81,2

1
2

3

8 4

57

9

11
10

12
13

6



Care about our Planet? Donate now: help.wwf.ru

conservation NGO

in priority ecoregions 
of Russia:

•

•
•

•
•

filed projects in 47 Russian 
regions over 24 years

supporters

permanent staff members 
committed to the conservation 
cause

137

1 BRANCH OFFICE
AND 5 REGIONAL 
OFFICES

RUSSIA’S LARGEST

MORE THAN 1,000
OVER 25,000

WWF-RUSSIA IS:

Why we are here
To stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in 
which humans live in harmony with nature

19, bld. 3, Nikoloyamskaya st., P.O. Box 3, 109240 Moscow, Russia
tel.: +7 (495) 727 09 39 fax: +7 (495) 727 09 38
russia@wwf.ru

wwf.ru

Amur (Vladivostok), the 
Amur branch
Barents (Murmansk and 
Arkhangelsk)
Altai-Sayan (Krasnoyarsk)
Northern Caucasus 
(Krasnodar)
Kamchatka / Bering Sea 
(Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky)

https://wwf.ru/help/
https://wwf.ru/



